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[Abstract)

This study examines media*dependency as a complex construct involving

the inetractions of exposure to television news; exposure to -newspapers,

and expression.of reliance on one medium or.the other. Contrary to recent

claims, the findings suggest thkt,exposure 06 televdsion news is not

Universally detrimental to poritical affect and behavior. For the majority

of a nationl sample'Who name television as the medium they rely on

television exposure is positively related to political efficacy and

political activity. Television exposure is negatively related to efficacy

and activity unlesp television is the relied upon medium. Newspaper

exposure is positively related to the dependent variables except when

television is the relied ul)on medium.
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iv Assertions that attention to news media may harm democratic processes

are not new. In a frequently cited papere Lazarsfeld and Merton (1948)

suggested that news media eiAsure might produce a IV narcotizing" effect

causing individuals to substitute vicarious participation in politics for

actual political activity. Rosenberg (1954) conteted that ',1)assilre

participation and the impersonality of the media may reinforce feelinga

of:futility or apathy as -regards the possibility of citizen control-by-

eleétion." Lang and Lang (1959) predicted that televised "politics as drama"

would result in chronic distrust of political institutions and actors.

Recently charges of dgleterious media effects have intensified, particularly

with regard to.television. The charges are exemplified by Maribeim's

1976 article, "Can Democracy Survive Television," in which asserted'

that increased reliance on television news leads to decreased need and

ability to understand politics.

Articles like those cited above could be dismissed as speculation

were it not that'increases in reliance on television news have coincided

with declines in political participation and aficacy (Roper, 1977;

Miller, 1974); Further, empiiical research has begun to accumulate that

is subject to the intdrpretation that newspaper use is lielpful to political

processes and television use is harmful.

Even casual observers could conjecture.ieasons that television news

and newspapers might have differential effects. Television is an aural and

pictorial medium while newspapers rely primarily on thexprinted word. Tlkus,

television is better suited to presentition of the dramatic and concrete,

-and newspapers better suited to detail and abstraction. Reading.and

watching television requirs,different informatift processing skills.

Newspapers dan be read at Vbe individual's convenifince and reread if
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necessary; television is temporal.

In addition to obvious differences in the format.s of newspapers and

television news,'several studies (summarized by Robinson, 1976, and

Becker and Whitney, 1980) have examined the differing "structural

imperatives" of the 'media and their consequent content differences.

In general, researchers ,have concluded: (1) time constraints cause

television news to be abbreviated and to minimize background information;

(2) the "videocentric" characteristic of television may cause it tQ

focus in the visually intiresting rather than the subst

important; (3) to maximize audiences across the socio-ec omic spectrum,

television news highlkhts dramatic and easily understood nis of

I /

governmental failure and corruption, and (4) "to comPly with governmental

mandates of fairness, television news is artificially balanced to present

'

both sides of an issue even when the sides are clearly unequal. (It

should be noted that most studies of mecIfa differences have foculsed On

A

television wiihout explicit data on newspaper organization and content.)

In addition to seeking explanations for differences in media content,

.researchers have found differences betweeb 'newspaper and television news

audiences, particularly with regard to.information holdihg. Researchers

have c'onsistently reported that individuals who name broadcast media as

their primary infortion source are less informed than tho5p who name

print media (e.g., Wede and 'Schramm, 1969; Patterson and Medlure, 1 76;

Becker and Fruit, 1979;.Blu r and McQuail, 1969). Some researchers have

ti
rs

gone so far as to suggest t at television newslimpedes political

knowledge. Clarke.and Fredin (1970, found slight positive correlations

Al

and'negative partial correlations between ability to give reasons for

a
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their senatorial candidate choices and two indicators of television

expqpure. This led them to speculate that: "Television may actually exert

inhibiting effects on knowing about folitics." (p. 150). They also

puzzledlover "why television should demonstrate a suppresaing effect on

I

information." (p. 156) Similarlyt Becker and Whitney (1980) found televislon

dependent perSons less knowledgeai)le than newspaper dependent persons. In

discussing their findings, they stated: "The differential efficacy of,

television-and newspapers vrobably contributes to [widehing the knowledge

gap between the informed/and uhinformed] persons dependent on television

are those low in education who are probably least knowledgeable about public

affairs. Their aependency on television only serves to exacerbate this

situation." (p. 116)

These assertions of negative effects of television news en knowledge

are tenuous on both methodological and theoretical grounds. Both Clarke

and Fredin, and Becker and Whitney base their inferenceq,7 cross-sectional

surveys. This method precludes elimination of third varialAe.explanations

and reverse causality. Becker and Whitney do address the latter. Both

articles address the issue of third variables (Clarke and Fredin statistically

control for educatidt and political interest: Becker and Whitney, for

education and age); how0lber, the list of possible cognitive, social, and

sivational variables that might account for the differences are far from

exhausted. Theoretically, it seems implausible that television news

somehow removes previously held information from the minds of its viewers.

Even the most severe critics of television news have not held that it is

devoid of fact or BO garbled as to make viewers doubt the factual value

of reviously held information.

Mè theoretically tenable ate the assertions that reliance on television
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causes political Inefficacy, distr.-List and cynicism. ln a series of studies,)

Robinson has reported an association between expressions of reliance on

television as a news source and such variables (Robinson, 1)75; Robinson,

1976; Robinson and Zukin, 1977; Robinson, 1977). Robinson reasoned that

television causes what he called "videomalaise" beca It presents a

disproportionate amount of "negative" news that is fitemized, conflict

centered, and image based. It is quite plausible that persons faced with-

a consistent diet of governmental corruption and ineptness,4evelop distrust

and cynicism. Also, persons whose primary news source provides them with

abbreviated and image based information might well find politics difficult

to understand and, therefore, develop feelings of inefficacy. Althoogh

theoretically plausible, Robinsons inferences are bas'ed on cross-sectional

surveys with the exception of one experimental study (Robinson, 1976).

Miller, Ebring, and Goldenberg (l976) cast doubts on Robinson's

measure of reliance -- a single dichotomous item asking which medium is

most relied.upon. They argue that this is a poor measure of exposure and

that if Robinson's reasoning wbre'correct, better measures would reveal

more pronounced associations than those reported by Robinson. Using more

direct measures of television news exposure Miller et al. failed to replicate

Robinson. In fact they report, "the most television exposed were ever so

slightly more'kefficacious than the least exposed." They do,'however,
;(

extend Robinson's reasoning and report that exgosure to newspaper criticism

of government is associated with political mistrust. Miller et al. also

reported a relatively strong positive.relEitionship between 'exposure to

newspapers and political efficacy.

Also, O'Keefe (1980) found a.different pattern of correlations than
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Robinson using a different operationalization of Teliance ("How much do

you count on television/newspapers to help you make up youv mind about

whom to vote for in the presidential election alot, somewhat, or not

at all?"). O'Keefe found that this measure of reliance yielded .he

same pattern of correlations for both television and newspapein 'eliance

on both media was positively associated with indicators of poliCical

trust and negatively associated with indicators of political inefficacy.

Although empiriCal investigation of the differential effects of

news media is relatively new, a thicket of conceptual and operational

definitions already has begun to proliferate. Even the relatively simple

concept of media exposnre has been variously operation.qized as time
4

expended with media, frequency of media use, and ability to recall media
1

information. While all of these are reasonable, there are

differences among them that could alter research findings.
A

Miller et al. accurately interpreted Robinson's theory when they

held that the operating mechanism he described for "Iiideomalaise" is

erposure. However, their failure to replicate Robinson using exposurek'

instead of reliance mitigates against his reasoning. Construct vallity

demands that differing operationalizatibns of the same variable show the

same patterns of correlation with other variables. Nonetheless, Robinson

reports consistent findings operationalizing reliance as a self-report

of ihe most relied on medium. Thus it appears tliat self-reports of

reliance validly tap -some operating mechanism but that this mechanism

can be'distinguished from exposure. On the other hand, O'Keefe's measure

of yeliance, which is graded-into severe/ levels and is not'forced choice,

produces a pattern of correlations parallel:to exposure.
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Precisely what sell-report meast es of reliance tap is unclear. As

a forced choice, the measure does not presuppose any perceived need for

political information or exposure to tte preferred pedium. Individuals

could have numerous reasons for prefer ing television over newspapers,

including its relative brevity, more dramatic cLaracter, and 6ral presenta-

tion. In fact, it could he preferred simply because the individual is

not interested in politics and finds television the easi6t and more

entertaining medium.

Another terp, media dependency, is common in the literature of

differential meflia effects. The term was originally used by DeFleur

and Ball-Rokeach (1975) to summarize their observation that a's society

becomes more complex citizens are forced to depend more on media-for

vital informatio. "Recently, the term has been altered to indicate

differential dependehcy on alternative media.

Becker and Whitney see media dependency as a complex cU6struct

encompassing components of media exposure, relative m'edia exposure,.and

media preference. Under their approach, to be dependent on a specific

medium'(television or newspapers) an individual would have to (1) have

high exposure to that medium., (i) have low exposure to the ala6rnative

medium, and (3) prefer the medium.

This study follaws Becker and Whitney's conceptualization of dependency,

but departs 'from their analysis strategy. They clambined the components of

dependency into an arbitrary index obfuscating the relationships of the

components with the dependent variables. We expliciay examine interactions

among the 'components to disentangle theirifects.

Hypotheses concerning the interactions of news media exposure and.

tt

ff
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reliance are based on the assumption that the rellaj on mtldium IN better

suited to the individual's informa.tion processing abilities or information

needs, or both. If this is true, we would expect individuals to be more

affected by exposurto
;

non-relied upon medium.

the relied upon medium than by

Therefore, we hypothesize:

osure to the

k4,
. The relationship of political affect and behavior with

newspaper exposure will be (A) strengthened when newspapers .

are the relied upon medium, and '(13) weakened when television

is the relied upon medium.

2. The relationship of political affect and behavior with

television exposure will (A) be strengthened when

television is the relied upon medium and (B) will be

weakened when newspapers are the relied upon medium.

The reliance by exposure interactions hypothesized above are tenable

/1.rrespective of the direction of effects of newspaper and tOvevision news

exposure. However, the direction of effects is an important consideration

in hypothesizing televAsion news,exposure by newspaper exposure interactions.

If it is assulbed t

,political affect and behavior and newspapers have a positive relationship,

ihen it follows that the relationship of exposure to either medium is

4

television news has a negative relationship with

stronger when exposure to the other medium is low. While the reties-0th by

Becker and Robinson supports this assumption, research by Miller et al. and

O'Keefe supports the assumption that both media have positive associations

with political Affect and behavior. If the latter are correct, then it

follows that exioosure to one medium would strengthen the association

between exposure to the other medium and political affect and behavior.

Glven the- conflicting assumptions made plausible by past research,.no

9
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hypothesis is-offered concerning the interactioil of television news and

newspaper exposure. Rather this interaction is examined to empirically

unravel the directlion of effects.

METHODS

Samee

The data used in this dt'ildy werr'gathered in 1976 by the Center for

Political Studies (CPS) at the University of Michigan. The final weighted

sample consisted of 2,402 respondents representative of the U.S. national

population in 1976.1

Measures
4.

Measures used in this study conigisted of questionnaire items selected

Ars

from the CPS data. Wherever.possible, additive indexes composed of several

items were used to increase.the reliability and validity of the measures.

The internal consistency of these indexes was examinvd to assure that each

was positivsely associated with other index items. The index of internal

consistency -- coefficient alpha -- for each index is reportd in Table One.

Because this study used data gathered for purposes other than'testing

the hypotheses offered here, the measures of dependent variables used are

not ideal. A key variable in past researcb /3olitical knowledge -- was'

not available in the data set. The SRC data contain many measures of

political affect and behavior that were considered. However, we confined

our intereseto political efficacy and political activity; These variables

meet the following criteria: (1) they are generally recognized as being

vital to democratic processes, (2) they have been the focus of much of the

criticism of television news and of the research cited above, (3) they

represent diVerse construct domains (efficacy is affective; activity, .

behavioral), and. (4) they Ire both measured with multiple items allowing
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for' constructftion of reasonably reliable indexes.

The political activity index consist,s of eight items. The respondent

was asked if he-talked about,the election with anyone, tried to influence

another s vote choice, attended any political gatherings, worked for any

candidate or party, wore a campaign button, put a campaign sticker on

the car, or gave money to a candidate or party. In addition to these

campaign-specific items, the respondent was asked if hrilhad written a

4

letter to a public official about ap opinion Or something that should be
A

done,'or if he had written a letter to a newspaper or magazine editor

giving political opinions. The political activity score is the number

of these activites engaged in.

The efficacy index onsfsts of five Items: Respondents were asked

if they agreed or disagieed that they don't have a say in government,

that voting is the only way they have any say in how the government

run, things, that government is too complicated .to understand what is going
4

on, that public officials don't really care what peoPle like the respondent

think; and that people elected to congress quickly lose touch with- the

people. The maximally efficacious person in this study would disagree

with all of the above, indicating that he feels he has a say in, and

understands, government, and that elected officials are r
Y

ponsive and

care about what people think. The more items disagreed withethe higher

the efficacy score, on a count from zero to fiVe. Both of the dv)endent

meatures were standardized to assure comparability across tables.

The television exposure measure is the average of three four7poini

scales. The respondent was ,asked to- indicate-frequency of viewing national

and local news, on a four-point scale

and programs about the campaign "a

ranging from "never" to "frequently"

good many," "several," "jutt one or
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two," or none. *

Newspaper exposure is the average of four four-point scales, ranging

from'"frequently" to "never," indicating frequency of reading about

national and local politics, international affairs, and about the election.

Both newspaper and television exposure indices, then, contain questions

about on going media activity, as well as, an election-year specific

Item. Both exposure measures were scored such that zero means no media

exposure and 'three means frequent mediaexposure.

Media reliance was based on a single item: "Which do you rely.on

most for information about politics -- newspapers or television?" In

the analysis, reliance was treated as two dummy variables: television

reliante scored one if television was.the preferred medium, zero otherwise;

and newspaper Apliance scored one if newapapers was the preferred medium,

zero otherwise. Consistent with the r quirements of dummy coding,

individuals who di4,not express a preference for one medium over the

other were scored zero for both television and newspaper reliance.

In addttion, three control variables which have lleen found to be

associated with the above measures were used in the analysis.- They are:

age in years, years of education, and family income iri thousands of

dollars.
(

ASIALYSIS AND RESULTS

Zen:5 order correlations among the above measures are reported.in
4

Table Onsi. As. expected, the two dependent variables, political activity

and political efficacy 'are positively correlated.
a

Among the medio variable, newspapetaind televiiion news exposure are

positively correlatea indicating that individuals who attend public affairs

4

information on one medium tend to do so on the other. Whil* this modest

12 aft
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correlation dRes not preclude the possibility that some.indi'vidnals attend

one medium to Glie exclusion of other media, this does not appear to be the

general case. Rather,.it appears that individuals tend"to follow public

affairs or not irrespective of medium. The strong negative correlation

between the reliance measure is an artifact of 6e,coding scheme used. Each

reliance measure correlates positively with exposure to the preferred medium

and negatively with the alternative medium. This pattern inacates that

reliance and exposure are distinct consttucts. Apparently exposure is

indicative df general interest in public affairs while reliance is indicative

of discrimination in exposure to alternative media.

The pattern of correlations between the media variables mid the

dependent variables is generally congruent with past research. Political

. -

activity and efficacy are positively correlated with newspaper and

television exposure (as reported by Miller et al.) and with newspaper

dependency. however, television reliance is negatively associated with

the dependent variables (as reported by Robinson).

The control variables -- age, education and income are positively

related to the dependent variables and to newspaper exposure, tlevision

exposure, and newspaper reliance. They are however, negatively related

to television reliance. Education and income are positively related

to one another, but negatively related to age.

Before proceeding to Multivariate analysis, it was deemed essential

4

to control for age, education, and income to guard against inferring

spurious relationship . This was achieved by regressing each dependent

variable'(political activity, and efficacy) on the set of control

variablea, calculating the predicted value of each-dependent variable

for each case, and subtracting the predicted value from the observed

13
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value.

12

Multiple regression analysis was used to examine the effects of the

media yariables on political activity and politicar efficacy. To examino
I.

interactions, cross products qf each pair of media variables viere used as

4

predictor variables. The analysis weeds in a hierarChical fashion, with

main effects pntered first step and product terms on the second

-

step. If addition of the product terms produces a significant increment

to R
2

, nteraction effects are inferred. These techniques are described

t

by Cohen and Cohen\(1975), AllisOn (1977), and Southwood (1978).

The results of the regression analysis are shown in-Table Two. For

both political efficacy and political activity the increments to R
2

from

step one to step two are significant, mitigating agaipst interpretAtion

of step one. $The significant increment means that the variables interact

in their prediction of the dependent variables. That is, ihe effects of

independent variab1e6 are different at different levels of.other

dependent variables.

Because of the presence of significant intetactions, the coefficients

pre&ented in Table Two are rather obscure. 'However, with some algebraic

manipulation, clear patterns emerge. We begin wilh the original regtession

equation:

(1) ylfillx1+11.12x24.153x3+B4x4+135xlx2+Bxlx3+B7xlx4+118x2x3+B9x2x4

where the x's represent the variables as indicated in Table One, and

the B.'s represent ordinary-standardized regression coefficients in 'Table

Two. Equation one may be written:

(2) 3,4(Bi+85x241303+137x4)xl+B2x2+133x3t1i4x4+Be2x3+

or alternatively,

(3) ro(B2+145x14418x3+B x:14 x +Blx1+B3x3tB4x4+B5x1x2+116x1x3

1

I.
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The terms in parentheses in the above equations are variable slopes

that are functions of.the x's in parentheses. The terms outside the

parentheses are variable intercepts, or origins. Thus, the terms inside

parentheses in'Equation two constitute the variable slope of the y's on

nkspaper exposure and the terms ous:ide parentheses.are the variable

origin. Equation Three shows the 'slope and origin for television

exposure: (It should be noted that Equations One, Two, and Three are

mathematically identical and other rearrangements are possible. Equations,

WO and Three are chosen for clear, although redundant, presentation.)

By substituting appropriate values in Equations Two and Three, slopes

and origins of newspaper exposure and television exposure may be

calculated. The appropriate values for the reliance variable are zero

and one, since these are by definition the only values they, can assume.

Thus, when zero is substituted for both x
3

(newspaper reliance) and

x
4'

(television reliance) the resulting coefficients derived from the

-equations are for the non-reliant group of individuals that is, those

:nbt indicating a preference for either
1
edium. When x3 is one and x4

is zero, resulting coefficients are for he newspaper reliant group.

1

When x
3
is zero and x

4
is one, resultIng coefficients are for the

television reliant group. The exposure varfmables take on a range of

values continuously from zero to three, Following the suggestion of

Cohen and Cohen (1975), values for each variable one standard deviation

above and below its mean were chosen to represent high and low levels

oi newspapersand televisiofi exposure.

By subitituting all poskible combinations of fhese values Wo

Equations Tim and Three, the coefficients shown In Table Three were

derived. Examining Tabs Three, one can see for example, that among

15



non-reliant individuals, the slope of political efficacy on newspaper

exposure is .05 when television exposure is low (one standard deviation

below the mean of television exposure) and .12 when television exposure
410

is high (ane standard deviation above the mean). Examination of the

pattern of slopes of political efficacy on neWspaper exposurctin,Table

Three clearly indicates that (1) the slopes are positive except in the

television reliantffow newspaper exposure condition, (2) television

/exposure generally enhances the effects of newspaper.exposure, and (3)

the effects are highest -among the newspaper reliant and lowest among

the television reliant.

Examination of the slopes of political efficacy on televlsion

exposure reveals thAt (1) the slopes are negative in the non-xeliant

and newspaper reliant groups and positive in the television reliant

group, and (2) newspaper exposure generally makes the slope of

e'

television exposure more positive. A similar pattern of results emerges
1

when political activity is taken as the d01.13endent variable (shown in

Table Four). .

The origins shown in Tabies Three and Four also very markedlv

however, rather than attempt a direct interpretation of them, it is best

to extend the substitution procedures. This is done by substituting Ak

%

!

values one standard deviation above and below the mean for the &illations

shown in Tables Three and Four. For example) the slope of television

exposure inIthe non-reliant/low television exposure group with political

efficacy is .05, and the origin is .07.

The results of this procedure for political efficacy are shown in

Table Five,.and for poll,tical activity in Table Six. It should be

stressed that the cell means presented are hypothetical in the sense that

s
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they represent the estimated mean of individuals under the conditions

described rather than the observed means of a group. The results,

however, are empirically derived.

.Examining the hypothetical cell means for political efficacy in Table

1 5

Five reveals that (1) means are consistently higher in the high-newspaper

exposure cells, (2) differences among tbe different e pgsure conditions

are more e]ttreme in tie newspaper-reliant cells, (3) fo the non-reliant

and the dewspaper-reliant group, the highest efficacy occuis in the low

,television eicposure/high newspaper exposure ctlls, but in the television

reliant group, the highest cell is the high television exposure/high

newspaper exposure cell.

AB is shown in Table Six,'a somewhat differelt pattern eMerges when

political activity is the dependent variable: (1) cells-are consistently

highest when exposure 06 both"media is high, (2) cells are lowest when

newsppper exposu)e is low ind television exposure is high in the non-
.

reliant/newpaper reliani cells And when exposure to both media is low

in the television reliant cells, and (3) differences fare most ext*reme

in the neWspaper among reliant cells.

In general, the pattern of.resuits shows that newspaper exposure

is positively related to political efficacy and activity regardless

oOreliance group, and that the most positive results are inthe

newspaper reliant' group. Television exposure is negatively related to

the dependent-variables in the non-reliant/newspaper reliant groups,

but.is positively related in the television reliant group.

Television exposure does not have a consistent negative relationship

to efficacy and activity), as suggested by Robinson, nor does it have,e,
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consistent, but slight positive relationship as suggested by Miller et al.

The Miller et al. finding could be attributed to the iact that the
tar_

majority of the sample (51 percent) is television reliant and that the

relationship of television exposure is positive for this group. Thus,

when television effects are averaged across the sample-for this group,

a slight poSitive relatioAship between television exposure and the

dependent varialaes emerges, despite the fact.that there is a negative

relationship in a minority of the sample.

The Robinson findings might be attributed to the fact that the

correlation between television exposure and television reliance is

relatively sliiht '(.12 in this sample). Thus, there may be substantial

numbers of individuals who.call themselves television reliant, but do

not watch sufficient news on television to reach relatively high levels'

of efficacy and activity.

The finding that effects of newspaper exposure are highest in the.

newspaper relicint group and the effects of television exposure are

positive in the television reliant_group indtcates that reliance is

indeed a valid measure b7f sOmething other than pimple expdsure. It

appears that rn individuals indicate'that they rely upon a specific

medium, they are better able to extract political information through

'exposure to that tedium than ehrough exposure to the alternative medium.

Newspaper reliant individuals enhance their efficacy and activity through

newspaper exposure and television reliant individuals enhance their

efficacy and'activity through television news exposure.

The shift in the direction.of effects of television exposure between

the non-reliant/newspaper-reliant and the-television-reliant suggests

that the negative qualities attributed to television news int1 on
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the efficacy and activity.of non-reliant/newspaper reliant Individuals,

but do not intrude for television reliant individuals.

The strong negative effects Of television exposure on political

actlirity when newspaper exposure is high in the non-reliant/newspaper

reliant groups_suggests a variant of Lazarsfeld and,Mertons "narcotizing"

hypothesis. For these groups, .newpaper exposure may motivate political

activity, but vicarious participation through television exposure

gratifies this motivation.

DTSCUSSION

The results of the analysis of the effects of reliance and exposure

support the strategy of exomining tRem as distinct though r at d constructs.

The Offerences in the dependent variable amo4 the different exposure

conditions, within reliance groups 911cm/that levels _of aetivity an&

efficacy are related, not only to the level of exposure to the preferred

medium, but also to the level of exposure to the other medivM.

To an extent, then, it would appear that splitting people into

groups based only on what medium they rely on is artifi2,1, and presents

an unrealistic forcedchoice alternative to respondents. In spite of ft ,

A

the fact that one medtpm may be preferred, or relied(on, it would be

reasonable to expect that exposure to other media does take place. In

addition varying degrees of exposure to th# preferred medimi\obviously

occur.

The very word "reliance" must involIe a vari4ty of.connotations to

different people. For instance, ohe might report relying on television

for news because he. believe; it to be more credible thpn newspapers, and

likes the almost'instantsneous ability of the medium to convey information

about events. However, the same person might nat take the time to watch

. . .
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A

television news on a consistent basis -- thus, not exposing himself to the

medium. By the same token, a person might report relying on newspapers

because of a perceived social desirability of edticated people shunning

television and reading more in-depth accounts of events found in newspapers

A
but because of time constraints, for Instance, that person might neglect

his preferred medium and make mre use of television for the sake of

convenience.

Consequently, as a self-report measure, reliance may have an affective

component in addition to reflecting actual behavior. Exposure, on the

other hand, may be thought of as a clearer indication of What media

activity actually takes place. Combining the two, Into an index for

example, must necessarily mask their relative contributions to the

dependent variables. What's more, treating the two separately more

accurately reflects reaAty, because it allows establitAing conditions

that include varying degrees of exposure to television and newspapers,

well as ap overlying effect of being reliant on a medium.

Because of the political implications of lowered political activity

and efficacy in the electorate, researchers will no doubt find it

important to continue to try to determine What effects, if any, media

have on political affects and behavior. One major question remaining,

then, is do media hive dirept effects on people because they are

elgposed to them, or do people with existing affects and levels of

behaVior engage in the media behavior that best complements their

Rredispositions? /(Do people that do not have the time or inclination

to participate in pOlities also watcKelevision because it requires

less time aniAtive participation on the viewer's part?)



Miller et al. have demonstrated the utility of using panel data

to examine causal relationships. After associations

demonstrated in studies like this.one, the Miller et

have been

al. approach

19

would appear to be uSeful to further disentangle the comAex relationahips

involved.

Aside froth establishing causal paths, it appears that research

is needed to examine further the antecedents of reliance. As'
,

demonstrated in this study, reliante and exposure do not" have across

.

the board effects on all groups. Different processes appear to be

taking place among the different relianee groups. The question could

be asked: does 'reliance on a given medium reflect a different approach

to that medium than to another, causing an individual to process

information from different media in different ways and with different

effects? Research designed to answer this question.could lead to a

fuller understanding of, hew, an affect conditions the results of a

behavior. That is, how does reliance on a medium condition and

influence the ways in which information from that medium and other

media is processed?

2



Footnote

1. The data used in this paper were gathered by the Center for Political

Studies, and made avItlable by the Inter-University Consortium for

Political and Social Research, the University of Michigan. The authors

bear responsibility for the analyses and interpretlions presented

here.

tt

6,
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TABLE ONE

Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations, and Reliabilities

Activity Yl

Efficacy Y2

Newspaper X1
EXposure

Television X
2

Exposure

Newspaper X3
Reliance

Television X
Rtliance

4

Education X
5.

Age X6

Income X
7

1

.28

.48

,27

.14

-.15

.38

-.09

.32

Y
2

, .29

.10

.13

-.14

.34

-.08

1 .23

X
1

.43

.25

-.33

.44
,

.05

.34

X
2

-.16

.12

.1k
e
.18

.10

X
3

-.61

.17

.01

.17

X
4

-.09

-.17

X
s

-.40

.45

X
6

_....,

-.25

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Reliability
(alpha)

-2.04

1.34

.59

-2.03

1.13

.66

1.65

.93

.79

2.05

.79

.54

1.19

.389

NA

.619

.485

NA

44.92

18.21

NA

11.04

NA

25



TABLE TWO

N.

X
2
X
4

10** .08 .20**

Television Exposure X2 -.01 -.07 .06** -.03 .

Newspaper Reliance X
3

.05 -.09 07** .02

Television Reliance X
4

. .01 -.08 .07** .10

X
1
X
2

.03 .05

X
1

X
3

.21** .06

x
1
X
4

-.05

X
2

X
3

-.06 -.02

R
2

Increment to R
2

N.

X
2
X
4

*p.4.05

R
2

Increment to R
2

1.

*p.4.05

1.

TABLE TWO

.15 . .17

.01* .02* .05** .06*

.01* .01* 05** .01*

1

.15 . .17

.01* .02* .05** .06*

.01* .01* 05** .01*

1
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TABLE THREE

Political Efficacy: Standardized SloRts and Origins of

Media Exposure in Differing Reliance Groups

Newspaper Non- Television

Reliant Relihnt Reliant

Television Exposure Low High Low High Low High

Newspaper Exposure

Origin

Slope

.04

.27

-.23

.33

.07

.05

-.07

.12

-.16

-.01

.01

.06

Newspaper Exposure Low High Low High. Low High

Television.ftposure
\

Origin -.40 .20 -.09 .09 -.10 -.05

Slope -.16. -.10 ,-.10 -.03 .05 .12

A
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TABLE FOUR

Political Activity: Standardized4Slopes and Origins of
11

Media Expo.4ure in Differing Reliance Groups

Newspaper Non- Television

Reliant Reliant Reliant

Television Exposure Low High Low High Low High

Newspaper Exposure

Origin.

Slope

.06

.29

-.01

.39

.03

.23

-.03

.33

-.04

.03

.24

,.13

Newspaper Exposure Low High Low High Low High

Televioion Exposure

Origin
, -.33 .36 -.28 .28 .02 .19

Slope -.10 .00 -.08 .02 .09 .19
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Nekrk..-

TABLE FIAT

Political NIlcacy: Hypothetical Cell Means, Levels of

Exposmre by Differing Reliance GrQups

OW.

Newspaper Non- Television

Reliant Reliant Reliant

Televioion Expdsure :,Low High Low High -Low

Low -.23 -.56 .01 -.19. -.16 -.05

Newspaper Exposure
High

a

.30 .11 .05 -.17, .07

2 9



TABLE SIX

Political Activity: Hypothetical Cell Means, Lev;.la of

Exposure by Differing Reliance Groups

Newspaper Non- Television

Reliant Reliant Reliant

Television Exposure Low High Low High Low High

Low -.23 -.42 -.20 -.36 -.07 .11

Newspaper Exposure
High .35 .36 .26 .30 -.01 .38

.4+


